A New
Innovation
From
Fielco Adhesives
&
BondAway combines the properties associated with epoxy
adhesives with the remarkable ability to easily debond.
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BondAway combines the properties associated with epoxy
adhesives with the remarkable ability to easily debond.

Formulations
There are currently seven two-part BondAway
formulations to choose from. The components of
each formulation are interchangeable in order to
optimize viscosity, sag, pot-life and set time.
BondAway is also available in a one-part UV
curable formulation.

&

Applications
BondAway is used in a wide range of
applications. Examples of BondAway and
BondAway UV applications are:
Glass and ceramic machining
Glass cutting
Semi-conductor slicing and dicing
Photovoltaic cell processing

“

This new product, entitled

	Magnet cutting

BondAway, fastens materials

	Die attachment

with all the benefits of an

	Metal machining

epoxy adhesive, allows you

Protective lens coating

to work with your materials,
and subsequently separates
the materials easily and
without damage.
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Available as a fast-setting,
two-part epoxy adhesive.
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How it Works:
Two parts are mixed together, and a thin coating of BondAway
is applied to the materials you want to temporarily adhere.
With any material you choose, the bonded parts can be
handled in as little as 5 minutes after assembly, and a strong
bond is generated in 30-60 minutes.
When you are ready to debond the materials, the bonded
pieces are submerged in water above 195°F. The components
will miraculously separate without a trace of adhesive

remaining. BondAway floats harmlessly to the surface
for non-hazardous disposal. The adhesive bond will unfasten
even months after assembly.

Flexible Usage:

BondAway fastens materials with all the benefits of an epoxy
adhesive. This new adhesive enables you to work with your
materials and subsequently separate the materials easily and
without damage when the work is done.
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Available as a fast-setting,
ultraviolet light-cured
Temporary Protective Coating.
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How it Works:
BondAway UV may be used as a protective coating or as a
temporary adhesive. To utilize BondAway UV as a protective
coating, apply this easy-to-use one-part formulation to any
material you are trying to protect. The protected material can
be handled immediately after exposure to ultraviolet light.
When you are ready to remove the coating, the coated pieces
are submerged in water above 195°F. The protective coating

will easily and quickly separate from the object without
a trace of coating remaining, even months after curing.
BondAway UV floats harmlessly to the surface for nonhazardous disposal.

Flexible Usage:

When utilized as a protective coating, BondAway UV is easy to
use for any material that can be exposed to ultraviolet light.
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Available as a fast-setting,
ultraviolet light-cured
Temporary Adhesive.
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How it Works:

BondAway UV may be used as a protective coating or as a
temporary adhesive. To utilize BondAway UV as a temporary
adhesive, apply this easy-to-use one-part formulation to any
material you are trying to temporarily adhere. The bonded
parts can be handled immediately after the assembly is
exposed to ultraviolet light.
When you are ready to debond the materials, the bonded
pieces are submerged in water above 195°F. The components

will easily and quickly separate without a trace of adhesive
remaining, even months after curing. BondAway UV floats
harmlessly to the surface for non-hazardous disposal.

Flexible Usage:

When utilized as a temporary adhesive, BondAway UV is easy
to use for any material that can be exposed to ultraviolet light
and at least one component is UV transparent.
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